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If music producers started charging a price to view their demos and finished mixes, we wouldn’t
need to steal them from each other. I love all musicians and I believe that they should be paid for
their work but you cant legitimately charge money for something you wont even sell. If you want to
hear my sound, listen to my demos. I dont charge $20 to hear my demo and all my songs on my
MySpace page or my m-a-c demo . I understand Grahams complaints but maybe in the future he
could write a new article about cracked-software and then share it with his managers. They could
then also tell him to look into getting straight with developers and musicians, so they could continue
to put their work out there for all of us to enjoy. While some may say that it may increase the
possibility that your files may be copied, thats true of any file, not just the ones that are cracked.
People are going to seek out the products that are pirated because that is what they want. It is the
same with movies. It is the fact that people get them in the first place that matters. It may or may
not be a bad thing to use a copy of something to use if you feel the price is right and it makes you
feel better about yourself, but the burden of paying for something should still be on the consumer.
You may not care because youre not spending your own money, but it is wrong to say that its wrong
to use something that is out of the hands of the developer. Then again, if you can afford to buy the
product then you are a successful person and if a one hit wonder made a copy, and thats it, you
should probably be able to get a copy off of the internet.
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But personally, I think I will just do the software part myself and if the band lets me do their music, I
will ask them to compile a special demo. And maybe I will crack it and share it with the world, and

hopefully inspire some other people who might be interested. All part of the music game. The
majority of the projects that I have worked on were for company purposes which has always been

done in a 5.1 channel format. With the release of Drumagog 5 Pro I am now able to export my
projects into WAV format. This will be a huge asset to any small artiste because they now have the

option to use the superior quality of a 8 bit WAV file. I have also been working on a way to export my
projects from Flstudio Pro as well as other DAWS and run them inside of Drumagog 5 Pro. I am
almost there with the way to do this. When it's ready I will send out an email to the owners of

Flstudio Pro about this new plugin. And now I am out of ideas how to market this plugins in different
languages and to different countries. I am building a website for this plugin. I will open shop on a

store. So when it is ready it will be available for free. So people from around the world could use this
and have their projects back from a cracked product. I can not explain how pleased I am to be able
to do this. I used to live in a small village at Arba Minch area. I have 13 brothers and 3 sisters. None
of them had a DAW. It is in Arba Minch area no artiste from different areas have entered their areas
before. After the making of Drumagog 5 they will never return. They know there are very talented

people here who want to learn the basics of producing music. But they are just not getting the
chance in that way. Nothing of that technology has come near this area. 5ec8ef588b
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